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The Honey Foundation (THF) is a Goodyear,
Arizona based 501(c)3 incorporated in 2012,
with a Vision of a World dedicated to Kindness.

The Honey Foundation was conceived in memory of co-founder
Justin Clarke’s identical twin brother, Scott Clarke. Every Mother’s
Day, Scott would give the cashier at Starbucks cash and roses and
ask the clerk to please use the cash to pay for every Mother’s
coffee, including a complimentary rose – until his money ran out.
He didn’t ask for recognition or repayment of any type. His only
wish: that the receivers would soon pay it forward too…
The Commerce Department said Wednesday that retail sales
dropped 0.3% last month as households slashed spending on
building materials, online purchases and especially automobiles.
The decline was the first since February or March 2020.

Keeping Scott’s Vision Alive…

“Bee Kind
Whenever Possible.
It is Always Possible.”
- The 14th Dalai Lama

In the months following Scott’s passing, Justin found solace in
paying it forward to others. One evening, Justin and his wife,
Jaime Clarke, were talking about the effects of random acts of
kindness (RAKs) and the positive benefits that both the giver and
receiver gain from the interaction. They felt compelled to create a
special place for individuals to pay it forward and to inspire others.
An idea was born, and the Clarke’s designed the world’s very first
pay it forward tracking software called Tracking Random Acts of
Kindness (T.R.A.K.). As a result, The Honey Foundation was born in
2012 to inspire human kindness.
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KINDNESS IS EVERYWHERE.
The Honey Foundation’s vision is to live in a world dedicated to kindness. By
spreading kindness in our local communities, we spread the importance of
treating every person with generosity, respect, love, & Kindness.
THF strives to spread kindness across the
World through our Kindness Education
Programs (KEP), 5 Day Kindness Project, and
Tracking Random Acts of Kindness (TRAK).
The Kindness Education Program (KEP) was developed
to teach students the importance of performing acts of
kindness along with basic life skills, such as positive selfesteem, confidence, effective communication, positive
thinking, leadership, philanthropy and community.
Results to date indicate that the program has increased
the sense of safety and security at the schools, as well as
improved student participation, confidence, leadership
and positive relationships.
Our dream is to be able to share our Kindness Education
Program with every school around the world! By
providing schools around the world with KEP, our dream
will come true---a world dedicated to kindness!
In 2018/2019, the organization has enhanced its
educational programs, released a new website, and
continues to participate in several community- based
events, encouraging new friends to perform random acts
of kindness, sharing their stories online.
Joy & Gratitude.
It’s our mission to make the world a better place, one
kind act at time, spreading compassion and generosity
across the globe.
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Since developing KEP (Kindness Education Programs) for
schools and businesses in 2014, we have continued to see
increased participation in our missions to spread
kindness. In 2020, over 300,000 Acts of Kindness were
inspired by our Hive.
Most of all, we are filled with joy as our programming has
continued to showcase an average 51% decrease in
violence and disciplinary actions towards others. We will
continue to explore more places to TRAK kindness in
schools and companies across the World.
Thanks to our wonderful Hive.
We extend our sincere gratitude & appreciation to
our friends and supporters, without whom our
efforts to spread Kindness would not be possible.
THF will continue to seek strategic partnerships to
spread our national efforts to spread kindness
everywhere we can and are excited about what’s on
the horizon.
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INSPIRATION FROM OUR HIVE
We would like to thank Evan O’Neal
Treating others with kindness and respect was something that my parents
taught, encouraged, and expected from me as I grew up. Once I became a
parent myself, I knew that this was a principle I would teach my children, but
little did I know they would teach me all over again. Witnessing children
grow and interact with others reminds us of how simple it is to lead with
curiosity and an open heart.
Kindness comes in all forms, and at times, the most unexpected places,
which really makes the act random. Random acts of kindness are selfless in
nature and can have a profound impact on another person. I believe that
the world could use more of this fundamental perspective.
Joining The Honey Foundation in early 2020, my family and I have been
fortunate enough to take part in multiple events which have already
impacted our lives and outlook. I am grateful to be a part of The Honey
Foundation to support this mission to teach and encourage acts of kindness
in our communities.

In doing so I hope to help create a future
that encourages positivity and
selflessness, dedicated to kindness.
“No Act of Kindness, No Matter How Small, Is Ever Wasted”

AESOP
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“Unexpected
Kindness Is the Most
Powerful, Least
Costly, And Most
Underrated Agent of
Human Change”
Bob
Kerrey
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KEP Decreases School
Violence
The Honey Foundation’s Kindness Education Program (KEP)
continues to educate and inspire students across the World by
providing special education to inspire social and emotional skills,
through Kindness.
The schools implementing KEP have
found drastic changes in their school
atmosphere among students, teachers,
faculty and even parents. The schools are
creating a KIND culture and spreading it
not only at their school, but into their
communities. These KIND students are
leading our world to KINDNESS!

GRADE LEVEL SETS

The Kindness Education Program,
brought to you by The Honey Foundation,
teaches students the importance of
BEEing kind by instilling basic life skills
including self-esteem, confidence,
positive communication, positive
thinking, leadership, philanthropy and
community.

300,000

Preschool
K-2nd Grade
3rd-5th Grades
6th-8th Grades
9th-12th Grades

RAKs in 2020/2021 by Scholars across the USA

Educators reported that the
program creates a kinder
community and increases
students’ sense of safety at
the schools, an important
factor in building a positive
early-education experience.
Educators also noted an increase in student
classroom participation and a strong display of
confidence and leadership skills.
The Honey Foundation’s Kindness Education
Program (KEP) encourages students to “BEE
Kind” instead of promoting negative strategies
such as “Don’t Bully”. We use a “to do”
approach rather than “what not to do”.
Students start thinking about kindness first,
leading to a lifestyle of kindness, selfconfidence, happiness and success! The Honey
Foundation has found that implementing
Kindness Education Programs in school helps
to decrease disciplinary actions by 51%.
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KIND ACTS IN 2020/2021

Schools across the US participated in RAK week 2021 with The Honey Foundation by taking our 5Day Kindness Challenge and spreading Kindness at their school and in their communities. Schools
created their own kind deed stickers, including their school logo and THF Kind ID in efforts to
pollinate kindness together. Businesses have also taken our 5-Kindness Challenge built specifically
for companies to help create a KIND culture in the workplace.
During National Random Acts of Kindness Day 2021, Schools and
Businesses participated in our 5-day Kindness Challenge, which include
teachers, student, parents, CEOS, managers, and co-workers. Kindness
activities were performed all week long, which included Kind activities
every day of the week. Both, businesses and schools reported that the
kindness challenge promoted more positive behaviors, productivity,
and feelings of creativity and happiness.
Each school and business participating in our 5-Day Kindness
Challenge uses their own custom DEED Code sticker to perform the
daily challenges. As each Kind story is recorded at
www.honeyfoundation.org under their school or business. Then each
school or business can look to see how many Kind acts were performed
by their group. It is a great way to work together to reach our goal of
living in a world dedicated to Kindness.

5,000
BLANKETS AND JACKETS
Collected for the homeless to stay
warm for the holidays in 2020.
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BLANKET THE HOMELESS PROJECT
During the winter season, since 2013, schools and businesses in Arizona
participate in a Kindness Campaign with THF’s, "Blanket the Homeless
for the Holidays". Scholars collect over 2,000 blankets and jackets to
be given to the homeless days before Christmas. Scholars, faculty,
parents, CEOs, managers, and co-workers volunteer to help The Honey
Foundation deliver all the KIND donations to local homeless shelters.
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Kindness Awareness Across the USA
The Honey Foundation is currently serving schools across the US to inspire and start the habit of Kindness. Since 2013,
our Kindness Campaigns helped spread our Kindness Education Programs to more schools across the US.

Arizona
California
Texas
Nebraska
North Carolina
Florida
New Jersey

Our Dream

The Honey Foundation’s vision is to live in a world dedicated to kindness. The youth are our future and if
we educate them about Life skills through kindness, we can teach the youth that being kind leads to
happiness and success in life. The Kindness Education Program was developed to teach students the
importance of performing acts of kindness along with basic life skills, such as positive self-esteem,
confidence, effective communication, positive thinking, leadership, philanthropy and community. Results
this far indicate that the program has increased the sense of safety and security at the schools, as well as
improved student participation, confidence, leadership and positive relationships. Our dream is to be able
to share our Kindness Education Program with every school around the world! By providing schools
around the world with this program, our dream will come true---a world dedicated to kindness!

“How Do We Change The World? One Random Act Of Kindness At A Time“
Morgan Freeman
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“FUN"RAISING FOR KINDNESS
Due to Covid-19, this past year our fundraising efforts where postponed but we were able to
resume in 2021. Special Events help to keep our Hive alive. In addition to bringing friends
together to celebrate kindness in the community, our major fundraisers help raise money to
support PreK-12 Kindness Education Programs and our vision to have a World dedicated to
Kindness.

MOTHER’S DAY

Kind Coffee’s and Yellow Rose
stickers for Mother’s on Mother’s
Day to continue Scott’s Legacy of
Kindness with hopes to inspire
more kindness all over the world.
Sponsors and Coffee shops in
Arizona pollinate Kindness on
Mother’s day.

Water Walk 5K was a BLAST!
Our racers (and volunteers) got soaked with
water and kindness at our 5th Annual 5K race
held in one of the best communities in AZ.
Goodyear | AZ | September 2021 | Estrella
Mountain Ranch
www.waterwalk5k.com
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THF 2021 FINANCIALS
Operating Revenue, Gains & Other Support
Special events, net
Contributions, grants, book sales
In-Kind Contributions
Total Operating Revenue, Gains & Other Support

Unrestricted

Permanently
Restricted

Total

$0.00

$0.00

$17,223.36

$17,223.36

$0.00

$0.00

$17,183.36

$17,183.36

Operating Expenses
Accounting Fees

$0.00

$0.00

$1,641.62

$1,641.62

$88.10

$88.10

$1,224.00

$1,224.00

$10.00

$10.00

$1,676.80

$1,676.80

Contract Labor

$0.00

$0.00

Payroll Fees

$0.00

$0.00

$2,121.98

$2,121.98

$6,762.50

$6,762.50

$10,420.86

$10,420.86

Advertising & Marketing
Bank Fees
Insurance- Liability, D and O
Legal Fees
Supplies

Program Expense
Total Operating Expenses

Net Income
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OUR 2020/21 MAJOR
SUPPORTERS

Thank You
To All Of Our
Supporters
Thank you to our sweet bees who helped our
hive spread so fast in 2021. Without the
generous and overwhelming support from
our swarm, The Honey Foundation couldn’t
pollinate the World with Kindness.

CONTRACTED DRIVER SERVICES
DOG TRAINING ELITE
DUNCAN AND SON LINES
FAITH LAW
POINT & CLICK
SIMPLY THIS MEDIA
FSTAFF
MODERN GRIND
AVONDALE TOYOTA
MANNING GROUP
SURVIVAL SWIM
OSBORNE JEWELERS
SAFEWAY/ALBERTSONS
LUMA LEARNING
SILICONE VALLEY
MLR PROFESSIONAL TAXES
CLOWARD ORTHODONTICS
LIFE IN ESTRELLA
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WE PUBLISHED
OUR BOOK ON
AMAZON IN
SPANISH!

A book about the importance of kindness
in life, and how one small Act of Kindness
can eventually change the world.

Learn More at BEEKINDTODAY.ORG
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DO ALL THINGS WITH KINDNESS,
COMPASSION AND INTEGRITY, AND YOU
SHALL BE BLESSED BEYOND MEASURE.

The Honey Foundation
13817 W VAN BUREN STREET
GOODYEAR, AZ 85338

CONTACT
TEL: (623) 223-1982
FAX: (623) 935-5763
WWW.HONEYFOUNDATION.ORG

Thehoneyfoundation.org

#JUSTBEECAUSE

